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The second lockdown has been difficult for many. Whilst our first lockdown was in
warmth and sunshine, this lockdown has felt bleak and grey.
I have spoken, via Teams, to many pupils during this time. I have been particularly
struck by the number of times that I have been told how the scaffolding and routine
at GHS has enabled pupils and teachers to cope with this lockdown experience. I
think we can all look back with a sense of pride at what we have achieved. We have,
at all times, had the strength and belief that we could get through this together. We
have managed to educate every child, come what may, and we have preserved and
strengthened our sense of community. This is very much reflected in this Lent Term
newsletter.
The infrastructure that has allowed our curriculum to proceed, seemingly effortlessly,
is in many ways unremarkable - it just works. Teachers and pupils have just got on
with it. I would like to pay tribute to our IT department who have worked tirelessly
behind the scenes to ensure that it has been unremarkable. I think that our ordinary
is other people’s extraordinary.
Our belief is that the learning lost for our pupils is about oracy, debating and
communication skills, teamwork and social skills and we will be looking for as many
opportunities as possible in the next few terms to focus on these skills.
As we break up for Easter, a time of year in which we celebrate joy and hope, we have
very good reason, this year in particular, to welcome Spring and longer days.
I wish you all a very happy Easter, filled with joy, peace and hope.
Mrs Fiona Boulton
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LENT TERM AT GHS: A TALE OF TWO HALVES
Last term our staff found new ways to deliver the same rich, diverse timetable and extracurricular programme in school within the Covid-19 government guidance. Form
group bubbles and social distancing became the norm. Little did we know, when we broke for Christmas, that the Lent Term would be quite different. It has been a term
of two halves; switching back to our remote learning programme and then preparing for the return of pupils with mass testing.
LOCKDOWN LEARNING

RETURNING TO SCHOOL

Technology has underpinned classroom-based learning at GHS for many years and
the transfer yet again to remote learning during lockdown 3.0 was a huge success.
From the beginning of the academic year we decided to store and organise all work
digitally in Showbie and OneNote. This has provided improvements in making
sure paper (through scanning) and digital work is stored together in one place, but
critically meant that the switch to remote teaching and learning in January was
smooth and swift. Pupils completed and shared work in the same way at home as
they would in the classroom through a combination of work completed with Apple
Pencil and writing on paper which was then quickly scanned using their iPads.
The Apple Pencils also made a huge difference as pupils annotated worksheets and
completed other work easily from home without any need for printing.

After six weeks of remote learning during lockdown, we were delighted to hear we
could open our doors once again from 8 March. Our staff sprung into action to
ensure the necessary preparations for pupils to return to school.

Until 8 March, all lessons for Senior School pupils continued to be taught live
using Microsoft Teams with lesson time reduced to allow for short breaks in screen
time between lessons. At the beginning of 2021, ‘together mode’ was introduced
to Microsoft Teams which meant that everyone’s picture could appear together
on calls. Breakout Rooms, another recent Teams addition, was also a great success
giving pupils opportunities to collaborate and share their learning through the
vibrancy of small group tasks and discussion. Breakout Rooms also helped pupils
to stay better connected with one another – something which we used as much as
possible in the lockdown.

NHS self-testing kits were delivered to the school to distribute to staff and pupils to
carry out at home twice weekly. These were lateral flow tests, which involved taking
a swab of the nose and throat. The sample is then inserted into a tube of liquid and
gives a result within 30 minutes.

Mr Jack Lapthorn

Hand sanitisers, anti-bacterial wipes, and masks at the ready, our Sports Centre was
transformed into a testing centre for the school community. Tests were timetabled
for every Senior School pupil and members of staff to ensure they were tested
for Covid-19 before their return on 8 March. Our school nurses and other staff
volunteers worked tirelessly across several days to test everyone in Years 7-Upper
Sixth and staff. Pupils then continued to have a further two tests in school. Almost
2,000 tests were carried out within a seven day period in total.

Measures put in place last term were introduced for the remaining three weeks in
school before the Easter holidays. Bubbles were reformed and masks were required
in lessons and in the school corridors where social distancing was not possible.
Whilst the majority of extracurricular activities have been paused for the remainder
of the term, it has been a pleasure to see pupils’ obvious enjoyment at being able to
spend face-to-face time with their friends and teachers again.
Mr Will Saunders
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WELL-BEING WEEK 2021
We were delighted to welcome pupils back to school on 8 March to coincide with
our annual Well-being Week. This year we chose the theme ‘Be a Rainbow’. The
rainbow has come to symbolise so many aspects of the last year; it is a sign of giving,
of compassion, of active service, and of hard work and I hope this has developed our
appreciation of these important qualities and helped to inspire them in ourselves.
Rainbows also bring joy and wonder and help to remind us to enjoy the simple
things in life and reflect that storms pass. On arrival, pupils were greeted with
an array of rainbow balloon arches and garlands at the entrances to the school.
Activities for the week included walks and various arts and crafts such as painting
suncatchers with positive messages and colouring in rainbow postcards designed by
author Charlie Mackesy. There was also the opportunity to enjoy some delicious
treats, from pancakes and ice cream to the famous GHS cookies and hot chocolate!
The week was all about everyone being back together; enjoying time with each other,
socialising in a safe way and rebuilding connections. It was a wonderful way to get
pupils back into school life and look forward to the rest of the term.
Mrs Karen Laurie
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SCIENCE WEEK 2021
On the penultimate week of term, pupils were set a series of challenges to celebrate Science Week. A different challenge was given to pupils each day covering a range of
different disciplines. Thank you to everyone who got involved this year.
DAY ONE
Monday’s challenge focused on Psychology and pupils were sent a variety of activities to complete. The first activity, known as the ‘Stroop Effect’, provided interesting
insights into how existing knowledge influences how we process incoming information. The second activity required pupils to match the visual illusion with its
representation in a piece of art. In the third activity, pupils were given a series of chimeric faces and asked to identify the celebrities whose faces comprise these figures.
DAY TWO
Tuesday’s challenge was Biology based and focused on pupils’ plant cultivation skills. Pupils were tasked with planting their own seeds in egg shells to create grassy seed
heads. Mrs Walker was interested to hear from pupils on the different growing conditions and asked for graphs that show how the mean height of the grass seedlings
changed over time.
DAY THREE
Pupils were presented with a Chemistry chromatography challenge on Wednesday. They used chromatography paper and coffee filter paper in conjunction with coloured
ink/dye to create beautiful pieces of art.
DAY FOUR
Day four saw pupils tasked with a Computer Science challenge, entitled ‘Hello World’. Traditionally all learners of a new computer programming language start their
journey with the famous Hello World program. This consists of making the computer display those words on the screen. Pupils had to find out how to write the Hello
World program in as many different programming languages as they could. Finding the right commands (or blocks) was only the first step; they also had to demonstrate
that they ran the program somewhere.
DAY FIVE
The final challenge of the week was a soap-powered boat Physics challenge. Pupils had to make a boat out of cardboard or a plastic carton and had to move it as quickly
as possible across 5cm of a tray of water. Prizes were available for the fastest boat and best designed boat.
8
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MODERN LANGUAGES WEEK 2021
In the second week of February, everything possible at school had a linguistic twist
as our pupils and staff celebrated the annual GHS Modern Languages Week. This
year the celebrations were remote due to lockdown, but that did not deter the GHS
community from sharing their passion for languages!
All pupils studying a modern language did something a little different to their
usual curriculum in their language lessons. German classes looked at the Grimm
fairy tales, French classes found out more about Francophone countries, learnt to
make the perfect French crêpe and explored the lyrics of a famous French singer.
Pupils studying Spanish found out about Spanish and Latin music, more about
different styles of Hispanic dance and produced a typical Hispanic dish. Pupils also
took part in a digital ‘Race around Latin America’ to enhance their cultural and
linguistic understanding.
‘Click and join’ cookery sessions had a languages twist with a pizza making
competition. They were asked to create a pizza with a languages theme - in the shape
of a famous French, German, or Spanish monument or item that exemplifies one
of those countries. Our superb modern language ambassadors also planned a series
of activities for pupils including fun Swiss and German recipes, zoo colouring-in
and making postcards to show the places pupils most wanted to visit.
Approximately 80 pupils also took part in the UKLO, the United Kingdom
Linguistics Olympiad, during Modern Languages Week. The competition
challenged pupils’ linguistic capabilities as they solved linguistic data problems,
often in unfamiliar languages, such as Waama, a language spoken in West Africa.
Pupils worked together in small groups (over Teams) to solve the problems, with
the possibility of achieving a Bronze, Silver or Gold award.
It was a brilliant week to celebrate cultural diversity remotely and a special thanks
must go to our Modern Languages department for their enthusiasm and hard work.
Mrs Róisín Watters
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GHS PLACED SECOND IN UPPER SIXTH FRENCH INTER-SCHOOL DEBATING COMPETITION

TRANSFORMATIONS: GHS POETRY FESTIVAL

During Modern Languages Week, the Upper Sixth French class entered a virtual inter-school debate hosted by Charterhouse, competing against multiple pupils from
five other schools. Debating in pairs, we were placed in breakout rooms, where we had to complete three different debates. Before the competition, we were given the
two motions, including: ‘L’intelligence artificielle est une menace pour l’humanité’ and ‘La littérature ne sert plus à rien de nos jours’. Not knowing whether we would
be arguing for or against the motion until moments before the debate, our teams were judged on fluency, spontaneity and the quality of our argument during a gruelling
strife. Finally, after an extremely close match, two out of the three of the GHS pairs went through to the semi-finals, where we competed against two Charterhouse teams.
These were especially intense, as we had to make sure to maintain a high level of French whilst asserting a strong argument. Despite this, the teams competing in the finals
were finally announced, ending in a Charterhouse vs. GHS debate. Here, the judges surprised us with an unseen motion - ‘Les médias doivent être contrôlés’. With the
GHS pair taking the ‘contre’ stance, we had just 10 minutes to prepare, ensuring to include relevant French case studies as well as formulating strong arguments. The
final was a difficult yet extremely close match - GHS came second place after five continuous hours of debating in French. Overall, we all found this to be an especially
rewarding experience, which not only strengthened our speaking skills but also improved our confidence in communicating in a different language.

Each year the English department hosts the GHS Poetry Festival which is a celebration of the creativity and talent of our pupils. We have a Poet in Residence with whom
the pupils have a bespoke workshop, time to draft and create and then a celebration of the finalists with announcements of the winners. This year is no different: the
creativity has flowed, expertise has been shared and extraordinary poetry has been produced. The workshop took the form of a podcast created by our Poet in Residence,
Rachel Long, and the pupils produced performance poems which they videoed themselves performing, as well as submitting a written version. The theme this year was
‘Transitions’. I extend my congratulations to all the pupils for their wonderful poems, and particularly the finalists and winners. It has been heartening and joy inducing
to see the creativity of our pupils, and we are very proud of them.

La classe de U6 a participé dans une compétition des débats pendant la semaine des langues. On a dû débattre contre des écoles du sud-est de l’Angleterre. Avant de participer,
on a préparé les deux motions ‘L’intelligence artificielle est une menace pour l’humanité’ et ‘La littérature ne sert plus à rien de nos jours’. Pendant la compétition on ne savait pas
quel côté de la motion on devrait débattre donc cela nous a aidé à améliorer nos compétences de spontanéité. Finalement, après avoir participé à trois débats, deux équipes de GHS
été ont réussi à passer à la demi-finale. Puis, la finale était entre GHS et Charterhouse. On a eu 10 minutes pour préparer une motion inconnue dans laquelle on a dû inclure
des études de cas français et des discussions fortes. La motion était ‘Les médias doivent être contrôlés’ et on a dû débattre contre la motion. Bien qu’on n’ait pas gagné, c’était une
compétition très proche. Pour conclure, c’était une expérience très enrichissante qui a amélioré notre assurance en parlant dans une langue différente.
Vibha Venkatesh, Upper Sixth

Mrs Jemima Prideaux
WINNERS AND COMMENDED POETS

‘Transitions’ by Jess Harmer, Year 9

Year 7

I feel like I’m drowning;
Isolated in places I didn’t know existed
Silencing irrational thoughts in an anxious, fractured mind
surviving a night with a mind that wants to die
spirals of physical and emotional abuse
The day ahead weighs heavy
With thoughts reflecting the flaws of the world.

Commended Poet: Alana Amankul
Winner: Florence Datta
Year 8
Commended Poet: Ella Needham
Winner: Olivia Cameron
Year 9
Commended Poets: Charlotte Allen and
Eleanor Woodfire
Overall winner
Jess Harmer, Year 9
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It was then I realised.
I had lost something precious.
Myself
A day is not a lifetime
Living a chapter won’t define my whole story
Fear is a liar.
I am worthy.
I am brave.
I am bold.
I am beautiful.
I believe in myself.
13
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A SKILLS-BASED CURRICULUM AT GHS

PUPILS TAKE PART IN INTER-FORM RADIO PLAYS COMPETITION

Over the last couple of years, we have introduced a skills-based curriculum focusing on Current Affairs, debating, entrepreneurship, oracy, Philosophy, and research. We
aim to develop a curriculum that is broad, balanced and based on the development and application of these skills to enhance subject teaching and to extend experiences
and knowledge. In Years 7-9 this includes a carousel of subjects and a week off timetable in the Trinity Term to encourage new skills and create new opportunities.

Last term all year groups in the Senior School were invited to produce and record a radio play within their
form. The play needed to be chosen, planned, cast, recorded and submitted towards the end of the Michaelmas
Term. Within each form, pupils had to choose form members to fulfil the roles of Director, cast members and a
technical team – responsible for creating the necessary sound effects. Pupils needed to be especially creative with
sound effects; without an audience to see props, an alternative way to set the scene was needed, as well as the use
of accents and pitch to ensure the characters were distinct. The plays have now been listened to and judged by a
panel of teachers. Staff listened out for fluency and creativity of the radio play as a whole, effective development
of characters and the relationships between them, helpful use of sound effects and the general effectiveness of
the form’s organisation of the whole project. Congratulations to all of the winners and well done to everyone
who took part, we have thoroughly enjoyed listening to the final submissions.

KS3 RESEARCH PROJECTS THIS TERM

SKILLS IN CAROUSEL AND EXTRACURRICULAR SESSIONS THIS TERM

This term Years 7-9 completed the annual Key Stage 3
Research Project which was adapted to suit the world
of remote learning. In total 319 pupils from across
the year groups produced over half a million words of
independent research. Years 7 and 8 tackled questions
covering a wide range of subjects ranging from the
philosophy of extreme sports and the influence of
music on political events to the government’s “levelling
up” agenda and polar exploration in the heroic age.
Year 9 took on interdisciplinary themes such as how
individuals and societies can combat climate change
or the role that ideas such as feminism, democracy
or capitalism have played in shaping modern society.
Pupils developed their skills in project planning and
time management, as well as honing their analytical
and communication skills. Each written project was
followed up with a reflective conversation with a
member of staff to discuss both the knowledge and
understanding developed, as well as the new research
skills acquired on the journey. There were many
outstanding projects and pupils showed both their
passion for their subjects and a thirst for research. Well
done to all involved.

We have continued to practise our oracy skills this term, both through the curricular carousel lessons for
Year 7 and Year 8 and extracurricular clubs after school across all year groups. Live virtual debates have been
thrilling, discussing classic ideas such as whether we should ban zoos, as well as more topical issues surrounding
climate change and the UN response to the situation in Myanmar. Our pupils have also been involved in a
variety of external competitions including Oxford Schools Debating, the ESU Schools’ Mace, European Youth
Parliament sessions, Churchill Public Speaking and most recently, Epsom College’s MUN conference. It has
been a fantastic term and huge congratulations to every pupil who has taken part in sessions and embraced the
opportunity to strengthen their speaking and listening skills.

Dr Ewan Laurie

Mrs Samantha Buxton and Miss Sophie Oakes
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Ms Ashley Fenton

Pupils have enjoyed exploring a variety of skills in the field of Philosophy, both in carousel lessons for Year 7
and Year 9, and in the extracurricular ‘Ponderings on Philosophy’ sessions open to all year groups. Topics have
included Morality, Free Will and Determinism where we considered the extent to which we are free to make
our own choices, as well as Language and what words really mean. The relevance of our Medical Ethics topic in
our current climate of scientific advancement has been a particular highlight. With opportunities for discussion,
reasoning viewpoints and challenging perceptions, it has been wonderful to see pupils engaging in such a
reflective manner whilst also getting stuck into the debate of ideas so passionately together!
Many pupils across Years 7 and 8 chose the Current Affairs title for their KS3 Research Project, and it has
been very interesting to reflect with individuals on the way in which different countries have responded to
the pandemic. In Current Affairs lessons for all of Years 7-9, classes have been focusing on refining their skills
in treating stories in the press with a discerning eye, watching out for signs of fake news or journalistic bias.
They have also been keeping themselves up-to-date with current topics such as developments in US politics,
LGBTQ+, history month and most recently the role of the royal family and the role of the census.
Year 7/8 Best Radio Play: 7GE
15
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Year 9 Best Radio Play: 9CW

Year 10/11 Best Radio Play: 10CW
16
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Year 7/8 Best Radio Play Actor(s):
Avni and Hazel, Year 7

Year 10/11 Best Radio Play Actor(s):
Esme, Year 11, Sunshine and Erin, Year 10

Year 7/8 Best Technical Production:
7CB

Year 7/8 Best Radio Play Director(s):
Lily and Hazel, Year 7

Year 9 Best Radio Play Director(s):
Lila and Alice

Year 10/11 Best Technical Production:
11GH

Year 9 Best Radio Play Actor(s):
Danya and Ariana

Year 10/11 Best Radio Play Director:
Amandine, Year 10
17
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MUSICAL QUIZZES AND COMPOSITIONS DURING LOCKDOWN

GHS PUPILS CELEBRATE PI DAY

During lockdown we were unable to perform any remote live ensemble music because
of the Wi-Fi lag. We therefore opted for something a little different this term: a weekly
quiz at 16:00, for Years 7-9 on Mondays, and Years 10-13 on Wednesdays. This was,
not surprisingly, mostly music-based but a surprise ‘other’ round was added each week
to keep the contestants on their toes! The music questions always included audio clips
for the pupils to identify, sometimes with two or more songs multitracked and playing
simultaneously, just to make it more challenging! The categories included rock and
pop, musical theatre, film, TV and – occasionally! – popular orchestral snippets. The
cryptic ‘missing link’ music rounds proved to be especially popular. We generally had
over 30 pupils join each quiz (with many qualifying for a long-service award by March)
and the gentle competitive spirit amongst the teams was matched only by the constant
repartee - and terrible jokes – supplied by Mrs Forrest-Biggs (Ant / Morecombe /
Alexander Armstrong) and Mr Jones (Dec / Wise / Richard Osman). They maintained
the commentary before dramatically hamming up the announcement of the weekly
winners. It was a lovely way to connect with each other for a while after a day of online
lessons; it allowed for a little light relief, much laughter, and the opportunity to hear
some good tunes!

BRONZE, SILVER AND GOLD IN
MATHS CHALLENGES

GHS PUPILS IN TOP 400 AT
PHYSICS OLYMPIAD

For Pi Day we challenged pupils to creatively express
their passion for pi. We enjoyed the wide variety of
entries, although the Maths department were sorely
disappointed not to be able to taste all of the delicious
baked creations this year! Special mentions go to
Sahana Ganeshalingam in Year 7 for her triple entry of
a poem, a drawing and a chicken pot pie; Jessica Yu in
Year 8 for her amusing cartoon; Sisters Annabella and
Natalia Higgins (Years 7 and 9) for their fantastic cakes;
Emmeline Orbell in Year 8 for her beautiful Apple Pi;
Esme Thomas in Year 11 for her re-working of the
lyrics to a song from Tangled with a mathematical
twist; Jemima Freeman in the Lower Sixth for her cute
crocheted pi character and Jasmine Reid in the Lower
Sixth for her visual representation of the digits of pi.
Well done to everybody who took part!

This term all pupils from Years 9-11 enthusiastically
participated in the Intermediate Mathematics
Challenge, which was held online for the first time.
The paper consisted of 25 challenging problems,
requiring lateral thinking and mathematical intuition.
GHS pupils were awarded a total of 86 Bronze,
36 Silver and 13 Gold certificates, and a special
mention goes to Veronika Koch, Hridita Soni and
Samantha Teo who were all the best in their year
group. Additionally, Veronika was awarded the Best
in School Certificate, and her incredible achievement
qualified her to participate in the Cayley Olympiad.
17 more pupils qualified for the Grey and Pink
Kangaroo competitions. We congratulate everyone on
their excellent results and wish lots of luck to those
participating in the follow-on rounds.

Last term eight Upper Sixth Physicists entered the
British Physics Olympiad which includes three hours
of gruelling Physics problem solving. The aim of the
BPhO is to encourage the study of Physics and to
recognise excellence in young physicists across the
country.

Mr Martin Holtham

Mrs Laura Celiker

It was also great to keep composition going with GCSE and A Level classes during
lockdown, using Sibelius. Lower School pupils were also able to keep practical work
up by using GarageBand on their iPads. Year 7s composed and notated their own
melodies, before exploring the recent revival of Sea Shanties and recording their own
versions of The Wellerman or The Drunken Sailor, adding harmonies and multitracking
their voices. Year 8 showed great creativity and imagination by using GarageBand to
compose programme music based on animals and a variety of visual stimuli. Year 9
explored pieces using a Ground Bass, multitracking the various parts to create their
own versions of music by Michael Nyman and Pachelbel.

We are delighted to congratulate Divya Kartik and
Annabel Stork on their award of Silver certificates;
their results place them in the top 400 pupils
nationally. Constance Jordan and Harriet Postance
also achieved Bronze certificates. Very well done to
everyone involved.
Miss Kimberley Walrond

Mr Grayson Jones
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YEAR 9 CLASSICS PUPILS VISIT SIR JOHN
SOANE’S MUSEUM ON A VIRTUAL TOUR

ALUMNI GIVE VIRTUAL ECONOMICS TALK

GHS REACH REGIONAL ARTICULATION FINALS

SILVER WINNER IN THE GB TOYOTA’S DREAM
CAR COMPETITION 2020

On Tuesday 9 February, Year 9 pupils and their Latin teachers were treated to
a virtual tour of Sir John Soane’s Museum, the UK’s smallest national museum,
which was once the home of famed architect and collector of antiquities, Sir John
Soane. We were able to see some extraordinary objects up close, including a vase
representing the origin story of the Olympic Games, a model of a tomb which
inspired the design of a telephone box, and a Sarcophagus of Pharaoh Seti I! It
was a privilege to have experienced guides lead us around the museum and explain
the history and significance of each object, as well as the personal elements in the
collection, such as portraits and the tomb of the family dog! It was wonderful to be
able to continue to expand our cultural horizons despite being in lockdown, and
we cannot wait to revisit the museum in person once it is opened again. Thank you
to all Year 9 pupils for their interest and enthusiasm - you were all delightful and a
credit to the school!

On Thursday 4 February, the Economics department hosted a virtual careers
event featuring five former GHS students who shared their experiences studying
Economics and how it led them on their varied and exciting career paths. The
audience were treated to some wonderful advice on how to make good choices at
university, and how to explore options for future careers. We also had a fascinating
talk from Professor – and GHS parent – Neil Rickman on how Economics can
be found in almost any subject area, and the importance of diversifying the field
of Economics in terms of recruiting more women into top business and academic
roles. Overall, an inspiring event for all who watched.

ARTiculation develops confidence and skills by looking, thinking and speaking
about art. The aim is to provide a greater understanding and enjoyment of the
culture of our age through making connections across disciplines and cultures,
inspired by the work of internationally acclaimed modern and contemporary artists.
Gabriella Cook represented GHS at the regional finals for the senior ARTiculation
competition and was conducted online via The Watts Gallery in Guildford during
lockdown. Gabriella chose to focus her speech on the work of Mark Wallinger
and his installation called ‘State Britain’. The installation is composed of multiple
forms of visual protest against British Foreign Policy during Blair’s government. It
was a faithful reconstruction of Brian Haw’s camp outside parliament from 2001
– 2006. Gabriella spoke with fluency about this topic accompanied by a series of
images which has served to inspire her own politically based art for her A Level
coursework.

Last year Aanchal Kumar in Year 10 entered a competition run by Toyota to design
a dream car for the future. As well as design and imagination there was also a key
environmental theme running throughout. Aanchal’s design (featured below) is
called ‘The Uniting Pheonix’. The vehicle travels on land, air and in the sea and
is used to save and care for people/animals all around the globe. It filters polluted
air and runs on renewable energy sources. It also clears plastic from the ocean and
supplies resources to those in need using drones. Aanchal was awarded silver winner
in the GB UK competition and her design has now been entered into the global
competition. Each winner will receive $5,000 to spend on educational resources
and supplementary prizes of $10,000 will also be awarded to their school or college
to spend on educational resources. We wish Aanchal the best of luck!

Miss Naomi Bradshaw
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Mr David Walter

Mrs Sue Kew

Mrs Sue Kew
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CREATIVE ART AND DESIGN PIECES THIS TERM
As ever our GHS pupils have continued to impress with their creativity during lockdown. Our Year 7s explored photography from home using the humble toilet roll
as an aperture, googly eyes and shadows. 7CB and 7SF also took part in a live tutorial and were challenged to create a piece of artwork in the style of Dean Russo to
raise awareness of endangered pangolin mammals in a colourful and creative way. Year 8 have looked at mythological chimeras creating their own versions and stories
based on the Rudyard Kipling ‘Just So’ stories. They illustrated these and created 3D paper mechanics to enhance their creatures. Year 9 have looked at typography and
old photographs to create graphic identities considering the work of Peter Blake. Our GCSE and A Level classes have diligently applied themselves to their individual
projects throughout lockdown producing beautiful studies, often inspired by the pandemic.
Huge congratulations to all teams who took part in the Design Ventura competition this year. The first round of judging was incredibly tough, the products were all
fabulous and pupils spoke with confidence and determination to pitch their products virtually. One team has now been entered into the final stage of the competition
and we wish them every success in the next round.
We are very proud of all our pupils’ achievements and their amazing resilience in continuing their Art and Design studies at home.
Mrs Sue Kew and Mrs Jenni Wilkinson
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‘CLICK AND JOIN’ EXTRACURRICULAR SESSIONS DURING LOCKDOWN
Clubs are a huge part of life at GHS with over 70 different activities on offer each week. This term, during lockdown, our brilliant teachers devised a series of ‘click and
join’ sessions for pupils to keep the extracurricular programme running. Here are some of the highlights from these virtual activities.
A PERFECT PLANET

CLASSICS SOCIETY

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND SAVOURY BAKES

Before each ‘click and join’ session, pupils watched an
episode of David Attenborough’s latest series ‘A Perfect
Planet’ on the BBC. Pupils then chatted about the
episode after and discussed the environmental issues
raised and what we can do as individuals. They also
looked at the determination and passion shown by the
production team.

Sixth Form students have formed their own sessions
for younger pupils including the school’s first Classics
Society, run by Lower Sixth for pupils in Years 8-11.
Discussions have included ‘The Goddess of Strife and
Greek Vase Painting’, ‘celebrating the Panathenaic
festival in Classical Athens’, and ‘Being a Teenager in
the Ancient World’.

The Food Technology department have offered two
weekly ‘click and join’ sessions, Delicious Dinners and
Sweet and Savoury Bakes. Live demonstrations have
guided pupils through each dish from pappardelle with
pork and fennel ragu to muffins and tortilla quiches.

HISTORY

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

History sessions have allowed pupils to pick topics
from outside the GHS History syllabus and discussions
have ranged from Stonehenge to Alexander Hamilton,
and from Aboriginal Australians to the pirate, Anne
Bonny.

It has been brilliant to see some new faces joining
MUN sessions this term, which has made for exciting
discussion. Pupils have tackled a variety of key topics,
such as the illegal trafficking of wild animals and
recently the situation unfolding in Myanmar. Pupils
have created their own clauses to put forward into
collaborative resolutions and chose to represent a
diverse range of countries each week.

CREATIVE WRITING
Pupils interested in creative writing have been
exploring useful hints and tips on how to get started
with stories and avoid ‘blank page’ fear. They have had
great fun sharing ideas and talking about authors that
inspire their work.
CUP OF TEA
A ‘click and join’ cup of tea session was created for
Lower Sixth students with Miss Katrina Sloan,
BOOK CLUB
Director of Sixth Form. Along with tea drinking and
Years 10-Upper Sixth created an informal Book Club, the opportunity to chat and check-in, students have
meeting every other week to read books including been teaching everyone some of their skills such as
making origami butterflies!
Daphne du Maurier’s ‘Rebecca’.
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IG NOBLE SOCIETY
The IG Nobel Society was formed for Sixth Form
students to get together virtually and discuss a paper
that won one of the IG Nobel prizes. These are awards
are given to scientists who publish research that makes
you laugh, then think. Discussions have included
research that showed what part of the body hurts the
most when stung by bees, that people who eat pizza
are less likely to develop cancer, injuries sustained
by sword swollowing, levitating frogs and why dogs
orientate north-south when they go to the toilet.

THEATRE APPRECIATION

Theatre Appreciation club has been a wonderful
chance for pupils to chat about why they love live
performance. Together we have watched shows on
the two live theatre platforms available to pupils and
enjoyed critiquing performance and design ideas.
Key Stage Three pupils have explored ‘The Railway
Children’, ‘Wonder.land’, two productions of ‘Peter
Pan’ and ‘Funny Girl’. Key Stage Four pupils have
explored the power of immersive theatre by watching
the hard-hitting National Theatre production of ‘The
Container’ on Digital Theatre Plus. Watching theatre
PONDERINGS IN PHILOSOPHY
‘live’ as a community has kept our spirits up while
Years 7-11 have been able to join the Ponderings in theatre buildings remain closed.
Philosophy ‘click and join’ sessions where discussions
have centred on different philosophical thought
experiments each week. They have contemplated
YEAR 7 CLASSICS
whether we have free will, how important language
and words are to the human condition (particularly In Classics sessions, Year 7 have been looking at a
looking at some speeches which have changed the range of weird and wonderful ancient practices. From
world!), and also whether perfection exists.
dressing up as mythological creatures to casting Harry
Potter-style Latin spells - they have had great fun and
there has been much laughter!
SENIOR DEBATING
Years 10-Upper Sixth have been able to attend the
Senior Debating session each week, sharing their ideas
in smaller Breakout Rooms before launching into
informal debates as a bigger group. They have discussed
a range of debate motions, from the serious to the
more jovial, including ‘This House would support
the impeachment of Donald Trump’ and ‘This house
believes that all schools should have a school pet.’
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AROUND SCHOOL

COMMUNITY

PUPILS LAUNCH GHS PODCAST

THE ALICE AWARD

PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITY THIS TERM

We are Hope and Jola - two Year 11 pupils who started the GHS Podcast, as a way to
discuss different social issues and current topics, that appeal to all within the school.
So far, we have spoken to three wonderful guests: activist and motivational speaker,
Chris Lubbe, author and founder of the Consent Awareness Network, Joyce Short,
and actress Sharon Rose. We have discussed topics of race, sexual assault, and the
role of performing arts in today’s world. What makes the podcast so amazing, is the
pupil and teacher input, as we can provide a listening experience that is tailored to
our diverse audience. So far, we’ve really enjoyed where the podcast has taken us to
and look forward to creating future episodes! You can listen to the podcasts on the
Aspiring Girls website: www.ghs-aspiring-girls.co.uk/pod-casts

At the start of this term, the Alice Award was launched to engage pupils in a range
of activities based around the ‘GHS 8’:

Forging relationships with local schools during Covid-19 has meant thinking
differently and creatively. This term we have begun a new partnership between
Stoughton Infant School and the GHS Design & Technology department.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each term Stoughton pupils work on a project based on a curriculum goal, and the
focus for Year 1 this term was the Polar region. We wanted to bring our Design &
Technology expertise to Stoughton and work with the Year 1 pupils to deliver a polar
building project. Due to lockdown, it was not possible to carry out the lesson in
person so Mrs Jenni Wilkinson, from our Design and Technology department, put
together a series of arts and crafts resources delivered in a box, a ‘Project Box’.

Hope Taylor-Marsh and Jola Akande, Year 11

be happy
be positive about our own gifts and abilities
maximise potential
think and learn creatively and collaboratively
develop intellectual curiosity and a love of learning
develop the confidence to take appropriate risks
develop the resilience to cope with adversity
become responsible citizens

Each challenge reflected these eight aims and included time for self-care, community
work, a gratitude diary and a 10 kilometre walk. Just under 100 pupils completed
all eight challenges and were hosted for an Alice themed tea party where they were
awarded with their certificates and pin badges. Well done to all who took part in
either some or all of the challenges!
Mrs Amanda Whybro

Each box contained a handmade game, an igloo building set, colouring in sheets
and the instructions and materials needed to create a polar mobile. The Project Box
was delivered to the Year 1 teachers and children. Those in school were able to make
use of all the resources and those at home accessed the arts and crafts activities. The
idea was to teach Year 1 pupils some basic Design and Technology skills of folding,
cutting and assembly whilst they thought about where the Arctic and the Antarctic
are in the world.
Stoughton’s Year 1 had a wonderful time with the resources and Stoughton staff also
expressed their gratitude to having all parts needed in the box, that the resources were
something ‘a bit different’ and that the polar activity helped to develop the children’s
understanding of the polar regions.
As a result of lockdown, it has also been difficult for our Year 9 and 10 pupils to
volunteer as part of their Duke of Edinburgh award. Due to the success of the Project
Box, a team of GHS pupils will be volunteering and supporting Mrs Jenni Wilkinson
in future boxes for Stoughton. With much enthusiasm this term, they have already
been planning Easter activities and thinking through the project for Stoughton’s
summer term - a Victorian Beach Hut!
Mrs Jenni Hall
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SPORT

SPORT

A VARIETY OF SPORTING ACTIVITIES THIS TERM
Whilst team practices and Saturday sessions have not been on the agenda this term, pupils have had
the opportunity to further develop their individual skills, knowledge and fitness of their sports both
at home and in school. The website created by the PE department has provided a tardis of activities
for pupils to access during lockdown and beyond. There are multiple sections that are not only sport
specific but also offer ideas for family fun and exercise. We encourage you to take a look with your
daughter and explore this superb platform, as the PE department will continue to add to this incredible
resource. GHS parents have access via My School Portal - just click the ‘Aspiring Girls’ link on the
homepage once logged into the portal and everything is under the ‘Body’ section.
Along with the resources on the website, the PE department has also hosted a multitude of live virtual
sessions, including weekly zumba, netball and lacrosse video analysis, and challenge the teacher events.
Similarly the Aspiring Athlete Programme (AAP) has moved its offering online to support its athletes
and we have taken a four pillar approach to reach out to the athletes during lockdown:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Educational Support
Pastoral Support
Coach Support
Sport Science and Physiotherapy Support

A virtual talk provded by a guest speaker, Tom Hodgkins, discussed ‘high performer’s brain’ with
AAP athletes. It was an insightful talk, providing our pupils with strategies of coping with emotional
reactions in Sport and understanding the physiological reasons for certain responses. Mrs McHale has
continued to provide pastoral support whilst online and during the transition back to their ‘normal’
training schedules.
Since returning to school on 8 March, it has been an absolute pleasure to provide pupils with a fun,
competitive, collaborative environment to enjoy their sports with friends once again. The energy and
tempo at the Sports Centre has been invigorating and we have loved welcoming pupils back into
school.
Mrs Keely Harper and Mrs Laura McHale
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SPORT

SPORT

TOP GIRLS SCHOOL FOR SPORT FOR EIGHTH YEAR IN A ROW
In January each year, School Sport magazine reveals the country’s top schools for national achievement in sports.
Their list honours those schools that take competitive sport seriously and is usually based on at least 20 different
sports in more than 120 different competitions. In previous years, state and independent schools have been
separated, but this year they have been brought together to form one list of the UK’s top 200 schools. Sadly, due
to Covid-19, competitions in certain summer sports, such as athletics, cricket and tennis, were unable to start, but
dozens of national age groups’ events had already gone ahead or been played during the winter season. The aim
of this year’s list, therefore, was to celebrate the exceptional success that was attained before the first lockdown. In
cases where national finals were called off, points were awarded for reaching qualifying stages instead.
Over the leader board’s eight-year history, three schools have enjoyed remarkable dominance and consistency,
always appearing in the top five. Millfield and Whitgift have frequently rivalled for the number one spot, whilst
Guildford High School has maintained an incredible reputation as the top performing girls’ school for all eight
consecutive years. This year, GHS also punched well above its weight amongst the large public schools, finishing
in third place overall. This achievement is such a wonderful accolade for everyone involved at GHS; the superb
effort made by staff, pupils and supporting parents, combine to provide the winning formula of passion, dedication
and determination that is required for our school teams to thrive and produce stunning results every year.
When the pandemic pressed pause on the world of competitive sport in March 2020, GHS had already
accumulated national or regional championship titles in all its main winter sports, including lacrosse, netball,
swimming, biathlon, cross country and ski racing. Whilst this list recognises achievement in our team sports,
it is also worth celebrating individual success. Around 80 talented pupils are currently receiving mentoring and
support on our Aspiring Athlete Programme because they are performing at a high level, either representing their
country or training on an elite pathway.
We all know how important it is for pupils to feel recognised and valued in a school community and success
in any sport can have a tremendous impact on a young person’s confidence and self-esteem. The benefit of
increasing opportunity and pursuing excellence in competitive sport for both individual and team attainment is
therefore huge and to this end, it is incredibly rewarding to see that GHS continues to be considered one of the
best schools in the country for Sport.
Mrs Louise Stone
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